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ABSTRACT 
Designing for bodily play in HCI is increasingly gaining 
attraction, including research on the experiential dynamics 
leading to that. Within this research, however, there has been 
little investigation into the differences between bodily playing 
and bodily gaming and associated implications for design. This 
paper investigates such differences and proposes an 
understanding derived from the Danish linguistic 
connotations of the four different combinations of bodily 
"playing/gaming” a “play/game". We exemplify these through 
four different examples and extract four strategies for 
designers to implement in their future bodily designs. With 
our work, we hope we are able to expand the range of diverse 
bodily play and game experiences within HCI. 
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1 Introduction 
There is a growing interest in HCI around designing for bodily 
play (e.g. [7,34,43,46,49,59,63–65,88]), together with the 
development of guidelines, lenses, tactics and frameworks for 

such experiences, often described under the terms body-
centric games, movement-based games, exertion games, or 
exergames (e.g. [46,47,60,61:10,67–70,72]). Alongside this 
development, there is a growing interest within the game 
culture literature on the phenomenon called play and the 
relation to game experiences and design (e.g. [14,44,78,83,84]). 
While several scholars [8,12,19,54,75,83,86] have proposed an 
account of the experiential differences between the two 
phenomena of play and game, little such focus has yet been 
given to the implications for bodily play in HCI. We believe 
that such investigations can bring novel perspectives on the 
experiential dynamics in bodily play and game experiences 
and subsequently further our design knowledge. Concretely, 
we are interested in bodily play, in particular, bodily play 
experiences, and how to design for it. 
In this article, we build on the fact that it is an established 
practice in HCI to draw on other languages to understand 
technologically-augmented experiences, e.g. [44,62,66]. Here, 
we look at the Danish language to understand the difference 
between four different combinations of "playing/game-ing” a 
bodily “play/game". The phrase “playing a game” translates in 
Danish into two different versions; at lege en leg and at spille et 
spil. Where the English language only has play as verb (except 
“the play” for theatric performances) and game as noun 
(except “to game the system”, but this is a different context). 
The Danish language, in contrast, has play and game as both 
verbs - at lege (to be “playful”) or at spille (to be “gameful”) - 
and nouns - en leg (a “play” 1) or et spil (a game). We believe 

 
1 This is not similar to the English “theatre play”, but the noun correlating to 
“being playful”. 
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Figure 1: The different combinations of play and game as 
both verbs and nouns forming different bodily play and 
game experiences. 



  
 
that this offers some valuable nuances in the conception of 
play and game that are different from the English use of the 
words. This is important to highlight, we find, as although 
bodily play is played across the world, English is the 
predominant language of scientific papers within HCI and 
hence can influence our understanding of bodily play from a 
narrow perspective.  
The Danish connotations of playing a game reveal two ways 
of playing and two types of games – making up four different 
correlations (figure 1): The commonly understood correlations 
of playing a game; at lege en leg (to be “playful” in a “play”) 
and at spille et spil (to be “gameful” in a game). When we 
switch the verbs and nouns, we reveal two additional 
correlations; at lege et spil (to be “playful” in a game) and at 
spille en leg (to be “gameful” in a “play”). This allows us to ask 
the questions: What can these four linguistic correlations of 
playing a game (in a bodily experiential perspective) tell us 
about bodily play and game experiences? Moreover, how can 
we address these when we design for bodily play and game 
experiences?  
To answer these questions, and in order to be able to construct 
the four perspectives of “playing a game”, we first investigate 
the differences between the two verbs as a doing; at lege (to be 
“playful”) and at spille (to be “gameful”). We then investigate 
the two nouns; en leg (a “play”) and et spil (a game) - in the 
form of designable structures. From these investigations, we 
explain the four perspectives and demonstrate them through 
examples. We use these to draw out four strategies for 
designers to implement in their designs. As our focus is on 
bodily play experiences, we conduct our investigations from a 
bodily experiential perspective informed by phenomenological 
[21,30,51,94,95] and postphenomenological [31,32,77] theories 
of perception, bodily movement [81,82] and action [71,89] in 
combination with play and game theories [8,19,27,84,86].  
We use the Danish connotations of "playing a game" in 
combination with theoretical ideas of bodily perception and 
movement to build the four perspectives of bodily play and 
game experiences. We regard the results as residing within the 
methodology of the bridging concept [11]. 
We intend this paper for game design scholars interested in 
bodily play and game experiences either in the form of 
practical design guidance or to use for analysis of such 
experiences and the corresponding designs. 
In the next section, we go through prior contributions of 
bodily (play) experiences within HCI and how our work is 
related to those. In order to do so, we turn to different areas; 
experiential perspectives on bodily play, bodily interaction 
design, and play versus game within the HCI community, as 
well as experiential perspectives on computer games. 

2 Previous Investigations of Experiential 
Perspectives to Bodily Play and 
Interaction Design Within HCI 

Within the field of experiential accounts of bodily play sits the 
work by Mueller at al. [53,54,55], who highlight in their work 
that it is essential to unpack the bodily play experience. We 
learn from this work that such unpacking is essential, and like 
them, we begin by unpacking it into two separate, but 
interconnected aspects. The authors unpacked the notion of 
the human body into two perspectives (Körper / Leib), which 

is useful to understand the overall experience but does not yet 
help us understand the difference between game-ing and 
playing in bodily play experiences. Berthouze [4] also 
investigates bodily play experiences by examining the role of 
body movement for player engagement and develops an 
engagement model. Berthouze provides essential knowledge of 
the bodily play experience from a physiological perspective on 
cognitive and emotional processes but does not cover the 
differences between game-ing and playing for the bodily play 
experience. 
Within studies of the experiential account of interaction 
design, Svanæs [88] examines design implications through the 
lens of Merleau-Ponty’s “Phenomenology of Perception” and 
demonstrates how technology can become an integral part of 
our body schema, while Loke and Robertson [43] contribute 
with the “moving” and “making strange” design methodology. 
While these contributions unpack experiential factors for 
action and interaction with technology, we still need to link 
such perspectives with experiential factors of game-ing and 
playing in order to get an understanding of the experiential 
factors to bodily play and game.  
As one of the few contributions within HCI concerning the 
differences between play and game (but not specific to bodily 
play), Lucero et al. [44], examine playful versus gameful 
design. The notions of playful and gameful are the closest 
understanding to the Danish at lege (to be “playful”) and at 
spille (to be “gameful”). They draw on Caillois’ “paidia/ludus” 
dichotomy [8] for their work, while we extend these 
perspectives with a linguistic understanding to derive 
implications for design as structures.  
Within play and game studies, Keogh examines the embodied 
player experience and develops two player characters: The 
hacker, who is in charge of the system, and the cyborg, who 
becomes one with the system across bodies and worlds [38]. 
Keogh refers to embodied experiences in general, while we 
refer to bodily experiences in particular. We look specifically 
at bodily play and game experiences in which bodily 
perception and movement are fundamental for the experience.  
We turn to phenomenology and postphenomenology to 
understand how we create meaning in bodily play and game 
experiences through bodily perception and movement. In this 
understanding, perception is active [71], and so we perceive 
the world through movement [81]. We use the following 
understandings of bodily meaning-making in our analysis of 
examples of designs and also later in the presented design 
strategies. However, before explaining these theoretical 
concepts from which we draw our understanding of bodily 
meaning-making, we go through our methodology for doing 
so. 

3  Our Knowledge Contribution as 
Bridging Concepts  

As mentioned in the introduction, we regard the presented 
descriptions of the Danish correlations of "playing a game" as 
residing within the methodology of the bridging concept as 
introduced by Dalsgaard and Dindler [11]. Bridging Concepts, 
as intermediary knowledge contributions, serve as translations 
of existing theoretical ideas or perspectives into design 
concepts through accompanying examples. We use the Danish 
connotations of "playing a game" in combination with 



  
 
theoretical ideas of bodily perception and movement from 
phenomenology and postphenomenology to build the four 
perspectives to bodily play and game experiences.  
From the accompanying examples, we extract design 
strategies. We chose the examples because of their specific 
design qualities to demonstrate our arguments. Also, we have 
personal experience with these as either designer, an audience, 
or players [17]. We present the design strategies as generative 
resources and, as such, these should be assessed on their 
generativity in combination with the designer's design 
practice [17]. 

4 Meaning-Making through Bodily 
Perception and Movement as our Basis 
for Understanding Bodily Play and 
Game Experiences 

Within postphenomenology (building on phenomenology), 
Ihde explains how we bodily make sense of the world through 
micro- and macroperception: microperception deals with 
internal bodily perception as the basis for bodily meaning-
making, whereas macroperception refers to how bodily 
meaning-making is influenced perceptually by the social and 
cultural dimensions of our lifeworld [32,77]. Bodily meaning-
making is a process of both macroperception and 
microperception [32,77]. We explain these theoretical concepts 
in the following sections. We begin by discussing 
microperception in regards to bodily play and game: 
A microperceptual perspective of bodily play and game 
experiences is that players create meaning from the designed 
bodily game mechanics in the form of kinetic joy rides (see 
below), these are sequences of movements [81] that the 
players are ready to do [71]. We argue that players are ready 
to do different movements when they leger (are “playful”) or 
spiller (are “gameful”) than they would do in other situations. 
The macroperceptual perspective of bodily play and game 
experiences are explained afterwards.  

4.1 Microperception: Bodily Meaning-
Making from Kinetic Joy Rides and 
Enacted Perception 

Sheets-Johnstone links movement with play and points out 
how meaningful movement is not constituted by separate 
movements but as a sequence of movements in a kinetic 
dynamic – “a sequence of sensations felt as a whole, a process, as 
an entire experience,” which she terms a kinetic joy ride [81]. 
Sheets-Johnstone puts forth the idea that we perceive the 
world through movement as a repertoire of “I can’s” [80,81] 
drawing on Husserl’s idea of “I can’s” as our bodily 
capabilities [30,94]. These arguments also build on theories of 
bodily perception as pre-reflective knowledge from Merleau-
Ponty.   
To Merleau-Ponty, bodily perception is the foundation for our 
understanding of the world as a pre-reflective consciousness; 
before thought becomes a thought, our body has already 
sensed and interpreted the action [50,51] into bodily 
knowledge. Moreover, we bodily perceive the world through 
our senses [51]. Continuing Merleau-Ponty’s thoughts, Nöe 
explains bodily knowledge to entail action; perception is not 
passive, but enacted [71]: “What we perceive, is determined 

by what we do, (or what we know how to do); it is determined 
by what we are ready to do.” [71]. Hence, we argue that in the 
pursuit of the kinetic joy rides offered in en leg (a “play”) or et 
spil (a game), players are ready to do other sequences of 
movements than they would otherwise do in other situations. 
However, the kinetic joy rides that we are ready to pursue are 
also formed by whether we prefer at lege (to be “playful”) or at 
spille (to be “gameful”). We further link these arguments to the 
examples and later design strategies in later sections. 
While kinetic joy rides and enacted perception form part of 
our internal processes of bodily making sense of the world, 
bodily perception also involves social and cultural factors. 
Hence, we next explain how these factors influence bodily 
perception.  

4.2 Macroperception: Bodily Meaning-
making from Social and Cultural 
Perception 

Our ability to at lege (to be “playful”) or at spille (to be 
“gameful”) is also based on social and cultural relations. As 
such, macroperception as the ability to perceive social and 
cultural contexts is concerned about external processes of 
bodily perception. Ihde explains this notion in terms of 
perceiving various dimensional perspectives in images [32]. 
He argues that in such images, we can decode cultural and 
social dimensions. As a further explanation of this, we turn to 
phenomenologists Moran [58] and Gallagher & Zahavi [21], 
who explains how we are social and cultural about something 
that joins us socially and culturally in our activities. Within 
our bodily play terminology, we further contrast this referring 
to Suits [86], who tells us that play is always relative to 
something. In the following section, we examine this 
something as the object for perception, which in this paper 
also refers to en leg (a “play”) and et spil (a game).                                                                                           

4.2.1 The Design as Object for Perception  
The structures of en leg (a “play”) and et spil (a game) allows 
for certain kinetic joy rides that unfold as either at lege (to be 
"playful") or at spille (to be "gameful"). Bodily perception is 
always relative to something [15,21]. When we play, it is 
relative to play and game as objects – or objects constituted 
for play and game. As Suits argues, we always play with 
something, an excess resource be it food, time, nature, 
etc.:" play is concerned with a use of resources for which those 
resources were not initially intended, where the original 
allocation was for instrumental activities and the new allocation 
is for autotelic activities" [86]. Critical voices might say: “but 
what about toys, then? Are toys not resources initially intended 
for play?” The short answer is yes, with one explanation that 
toys are already excess resources initially designed for 
autotelic activities (play). What we are hinting at here is not a 
discussion of toys, but how "things" (toys, instruments, 
technologies, etc.) in play can be allocated very different roles: 
in a game of catch, an armchair (made for resting and sitting) 
is turned into a hindrance for the catcher and a rescue for the 
other players. In another situation, the armchair can be turned 
into a carousel. Depending on the objective of the players, a 
design’s structure can encourage bodily movements as either 
"I can's" – get past the chair, or as perceptual stimulation – get 
dizzy from turning. Players' objective for these experiences is 



  
 
grounded in the doings; at spille (to be "gameful") or at lege (to 
be "playful"). 
In bodily play and game experiences, players create meaning 
through movements that we are ready to do. The bodily skills 
that we apply or seek to achieve in these experiences are our 
repertoire of I can’s. While bodily play and game experiences 
are based on bodily perception, the designs as an object in the 
form of either en leg (a “play”) or et spil (a game) connect us 
socially and culturally as the object for perception. Whether 
we leger (are “playful”) or spiller (are “gameful”) is connected 
to the object for perception – in our case, the structure of the 
design. These concepts form the basis for our further 
understanding and analysis of the Danish connotations of 
“playing a game”. 
We will, in the following sections, dive into the, for our 
arguments in this paper, main differences in play and game as 
a doing – the verbs at spille (to be “gameful”) and at lege (to be 
“playful”) and subsequently the structure between et spil (a 
game) and en leg (a “play”) as they are understood in the 
Danish language. 

5 The “Doings” of  
at spille (to be “gameful”) and  
at lege (to be “playful”) 

We now investigate each of the verbs at spille (to be 
“gameful”) and at lege (to be “playful”) as a doing. We argue, 
that when we spiller (are “gameful”) and leger (are “playful”) 
from a bodily perspective, we are ready to do bodily actions 
that we would otherwise not do or find ridiculous, odd, 
unnecessary or inappropriate – and that this particular form of 
meaning arises in reciprocity to the design. We further argue 
that at spille (to be “gameful”) is concerned with bodily 
achievements and challenges, at lege (to be “playful”) is 
concerned with bodily perceptual stimuli and exploration. 
And, both are fueled by curiosity, however, in different ways. 

5.1 At spille (to be “gameful”)  
In the Danish dictionary, at spille (to be “gameful”), refers to 
the action of doing something with the purpose of reaching a 
goal [96]. Therefore, when we spiller (are being “gameful”) it is 
always with a purpose. The verb describes an achievement 
seeking behavior and covers activities like music, which is 
always spillet (“gamed”). In the case of at spille musik (to play 
music) the achievement is the music. Likewise, engaging in 
games of chance like lottery and gambling (which Caillois calls 
Alea [8]) can never be leget (played) in Danish. In such games 
there is always an outcome, a result, that is sought [19]. Table 
1 illustrates some of the differences between English and 
Danish connotations of play and game as a doing in often used 
phrases.  
Drawing on Caillois’ notion of Ludus, at spille (“being 
gameful”) can be seen as a quest for achievements with 
success or failure as the outcome. Caillois describes Ludus: 
“Ludus inspires in the player the hope of succeeding” [8]. This 
achievement-seeking behavior drives players to pursue 
unnecessary [86] and arbitrarily chosen [8] obstacles as ways 
of testing and improving abilities [33,36,42,54,55]. Spiller (are 
“gameful”) leads to an irreversible outcome of victory or 
failure with the emotional states of fiero [42] or being flawed 

[36]. The latter, as Juul describes, “has the double function of 
creating in us a feeling of being flawed and forcing us to 
reconsider our strategies in order to escape that feeling.” [36]. In 
this way failure is also linked to the very act of completing a 
game with an immanent opportunity for improvement [8,36]. 

5.1.1 Bodily Forms of at spille (to be “gameful”) 
From a bodily perspective, meaning is found in pursuing 
bodily achievements and skills. This is most notably in sports 
[19,55]; it is (almost) only the achievement that counts, and it 
is also evidenced in self-tracking where training apps and 
exergames are being developed to suit the desire for improved 
health, endurance, etc. (e.g. [20,45]). In the perspective from 
the previous section on bodily meaning-making in 
movements, these activities create bodily meaning for the 
players through the sequences of movements supporting a 
desired outcome in the form of e.g. quantifiable 
measurements. Often such measurements depend on 
technological resources, however, two spillende (“gameful”) 
players can create a contest by using each other as comparing 
measurement. Any such possibilities occur in relation to the 
allocated resources, which we refer to as en leg (a “play”) or et 
spil (a game), which we explain later, first, we look at at lege 
(to be “playful”). 

5.2 At lege (to be “playful”)  
The Danish dictionary describes at lege (“being playful”) as 
being engaged in or occupied by en leg [97].  This description 
indicates that the process is important; being occupied by the 
activity. Furthermore the origin of the word is leika – dancing, 
doing sports, being physically active. 
When we leger (are “playful”), the process of the activity 
becomes the locus for interactions with a design. Kerr and 
Apter explains how a particular form of sense-making in 
playing transforms the means to reach a goal into being the 
“goal” itself [2,39]: for example in “catch”, the process of 
catching each other or avoiding being caught becomes the 
locus of the activity rather than the catch itself as a 
measurable result. Another example is when players (often 
parents), in a game of hide and seek, pretend that they cannot 
find the other players (often children) in order to keep the 
“play” going and even out skill levels to include all players. 
 

Table 1: Examples of differences between English and 
Danish connotations of play and game as doings. 

4.2.1 Bodily forms of at lege (to be “playful”) 
In our endeavors of investigating at lege (“being playful”) from 
a bodily perspective, we turn to Caillois’ Paidia [8]: “the 
spontaneous manifestations of the play instinct”. Paidia is often 
referred to as the free and immediate form of playing 
[18,19,25–27,78] and to be “playful” [44]. We want to 

English Danish 

Play the lottery Spille lotteri 

Play (or make) music Spille (eller lave) musik 

Play a role (theatre) Spille en rolle (teater) 

Play “Family” Lege “Familie” 

Play “Doctor”, “Police and 
Robbers” etc. 

Lege “læge”, “Politi og 
røvere”, etc. 



  
 
emphasize that while we draw on Caillois’ Ludus/Paidia 
dichotomy, Caillois’ version is more of a mindset, in contrast, 
we describe this dichotomy as a doing (visible in our actions) 
in relation to configurations of two different structures.  
Caillois further links his Ilinx game classification (see En leg 
section) as an extension of Paidia. Ilinx is the play form of 
bodily perceptual stimuli such as children’s whirling but also 
adults’ preference for speed resulting in bodily perceptual 
stimuli [8]. Play and bodily perceptual stimuli are further 
linked by Paasonen in her book Many Splendored Things – 
Thinking Sex and Play: “For the quest for bodily pleasure – the 
enchantment of the activity itself - can be seen as the key 
purpose of, motivation and rationale for both sex and play” [74]. 
She further links sex and play to bodily exploration and 
experimentation. While she is not the first to connect play and 
exploration (see also [8,19,27]), she is linking these notions to 
bodily stimuli. Thus, when we leger (“being playful”) in a 
bodily perspective, there might be a purpose or a goal but it is 
the process of the activity as a quest for enjoyable bodily 
perceptual stimuli that is the focus.  

6 The Structures of et spil (a game) and 
en leg (a “play”) 

The following descriptions of et spil (a game) and en leg (a 
“play”) describe how constitutional components form different 
structures. While the components are the same, we highlight 
that it is in the way designers configure these components that 
make up the structure of either et spil (a game) or en leg (a 
“play”).  

6.1 Et spil (A Game)  
The Danish expression et spil (a game) is explained as an 
entertaining activity performed from fixed rules with varying 
requisites (cards, dice, balls, ropes etc.) [98]. We present two 
configurations for the constitution of et spil (a game): Firstly, 
an irreversible and comparable outcome, and secondly, fixed 
rules. 

6.1.1 Irreversible and Comparable Outcome 
In et spil (a game) the outcome has to be irreversible in the 
sense of either a winner/loser is determined, or an award or 
gain is achieved that is comparable across game rounds. An 
outcome is here understood as a focus on results achieved by 
the player. Both Juul [35] as well as Salen and Zimmerman 
[78] define the outcome of a game as a main feature of a game. 
If the results are not irreversible, it will be a different 
structure. This is constitutional for the doing of at spille (to be 
“gameful”). This configuration of irreversible and comparable 
results is imperative in sports [35] as the extreme version of 
bodily games [55,56]. Whether in sports or in spil (games), an 
irreversible outcome is closely linked to fixed (and unalterable) 
rules. 

6.1.2 Fixed Rules 
The use of rules in spil (games) is different from that in leg 
(play) [3,8,8,35,35,78,86]. To be able to provide comparable 
results, rules of games need to be rigid [18]. Salen and 
Zimmerman explain that game rules cannot be altered and 
must be explicit, unambiguous and fixed. Rules are binding 

and must be obeyed by all players involved [78]. If not, the 
results are not comparable or quantifiable across game rounds.  
However, game rules can be amended and agreed upon before 
a game session commences (if the technology allows), 
corresponding to Jesse Schell's notion of House Rules: Rules, 
which players negotiate beforehand [79]. An example of such 
amendments is the finishing scenario in Ludo: There are four 
spaces left for the player to get one of his pieces "home", but 
the die shows five pips? Must the die's pips match the exact 
number missing for the player to get his piece "home", or can 
there be excess pips? Nevertheless, once the game session 
starts, the agreements are bound, and the rules are not to be 
altered, once commonly established. In en leg (a "play") they 
are not. The difference is that rules in et spil support an 
irreversible and comparable outcome, while rules in en 
leg support the activity's progression. The next section 
explains how these elements of outcome and rules are 
configured differently in en leg (a play). 

6.2 En leg (A “Play”)  
En leg is defined as a spontaneous, unhindered, and rule-based 
activity containing degrees of randomness and fantasy [99]. In 
line with this definition, Eichberg describes en leg (a “play”) to 
“hint in many directions at the same time” [19]. Building on 
these definitions, we will, similar to the above explanation of 
et spil (a game), present two constitutional configurations of en 
leg (a “play”). Following the same structure as in the previous 
section, these are firstly, no irreversible or comparable 
outcome, and secondly, undefined or negotiable rules resulting 
in an ambiguous structure.  

6.2.1 No Irreversible and Comparable Outcome 
Møller emphasizes en leg (a “play”) as a process without a 
determinant goal [56], similarly to how other play scholars 
have described play [16,19,27,29,86,87]. This does not mean 
that there is no goal, rather, that the outcome or result of any 
goal is not important and constitutional for legen (the play). 
The process, then, becomes the locus for the constitution of en 
leg (a play) [54]. An example of this is Caillois’ Ilinx game 
form. Ilinx is Caillois’ classification of bodily play forms; play 
forms almost deprived of any external goal with the only 
purpose of exploring the bodily senses in various settings until 
exhaustion [8].   

6.2.2 Undefined and Negotiable Rules 
Rules in en leg are flexible and depend on negotiation. Rules 
are made up as legen (play) progresses, and the purpose of the 
rules is not to accommodate a quantifiable outcome, but rather 
to form a common basis for the act of playing [55]: For 
example, we point to the illustrative phrase common among 
children when playing: “Shouldn’t we say that …” [37].   
Møller states an example of the alteration of rules in en leg: “In 
the simple leg (play) ‘tagfat’ [equivalent to the English ‘catch’], 
one person is the catcher, trying to catch the other players. In 
the instance where the catcher is the one all other players can 
outrun, legen (the play) would end. However, at this point 
legen enters another phase. If legen has to continue, the good 
runners will have to demonstrate a kind of solidarity that is 
not part of et spil’s nature, but extends it and belongs to the 
structure of en leg: The good runners will have to instate new 
rules (like run dangerously close, crawl on their knees, or 



  
 
jump on one leg) for someone to end up being caught. It 
becomes their responsibility not to augment the pressure too 
much, but to ‘stop while everything is good’ in order to keep 
legen going” [55].  
This enables legen (the “play”) to continuously adapt to the 
circumstances through alterations and additions of the rules 
[3,12,19,53,55–57,86]. This way, it does not adhere to any 
irreversible outcome as skill acquisition or other bodily 
measurements like being fastest or having most catches. 
So far we have covered the Danish connotations of play and 
game as a doing and as design configurations. In the 
following, we describe an example for each of the four 
correlations.  

7 Examples of the Four Correlations  
We present four different examples, one for each combination 
and highlight how the configurations affect the doing and vice 
versa. The analyses of the examples are based on four different 
studies and as such are not meant as evidence but rather as 
empirically based explanations. The studies were originally 
conducted to investigate individual bodily play experiences 
and thus vary in methodology and approach.  

7.1 At spille et spil (To be ”gameful” in a 
game) – in Crazy Soccer Physics on 
Trampolines 

To exemplify the correlation at spille et spil  (to be “gameful” 
in a game), we present a study of the bodily play experience in 
Crazy Soccer Physics on Trampoline [73] (figure 2). Crazy 
Soccer Physics is a traditional computer game [35] created by 
Otto Ojala [73] with trampolines added as interface. The game 
is called Crazy Soccer Physics because the physics applied to 
the avatars are “crazy” in the sense that the avatars respond 
almost randomly to player interactions; jump high, fly through 
the air, do somersaults, fall on their heads (and stay in the 
position), move in the opposite direction and so on. Basically, 
it is difficult to fully control the avatars. In addition, the size of 
the goals varies randomly as well as the size and quality of the 
balls (huge balls, “inflated” balls, etc.). Despite the 
"randomness", some control is possible. The trampoline jumps 
are divided into three categories based on weight and time 
length. The more intense the jump and the longer the time 
between jumps, the avatars fly higher and longer and start 
kicking. This allows the players to apply different jumping 
strategies; controlling their jumps in terms of light or heavy, 
fast or slow pace, or if they await the right moment to jump 
and make the avatars "do something" to save a goal and affect 
the outcome. In the following, we analyzed the empirical data 
using the extracted definitions above. We conducted 11 game 
sessions with 22 participants. The sessions were video 
recorded and complemented by structured individual 
interviews [76]. 

7.1.1 Analysis of the Experience in Crazy Soccer 
Physics on Trampolines 

We consider this game at spille et spil (to be “gameful” in a 
game) because the configurations for bodily perception and 
movement in the design almost exclusively encourage bodily 
achievements. This is also reflected in the players’ statements: 
in the interviews, players were all quite focused on achieving 

the goal of winning as the main motivation. There were even 
two players who asked to play the game many times to 
compete expressing desire to reach fiero and failure 
experiences. None of the participants sought to jump just for 
the bodily stimulus (considered as “childish”).  
 
 The trampolines were the only bodily interaction option. 
Therefore, the players' jumping anticipated by the onscreen 
part of the game constituted the kinetic joy ride (see section 
4.1). While the game progressed, the jumps became more 
intense either in the sense of being calculated (to trigger the 
avatar to move at just the right time), jumping a lot (as a “fire 
at random” kind of strategy) or jumping intensely. The 
players’ readiness to jump grew as they were getting closer to 
a result of either fiero or failure. We continue our presentation 
of practical examples by presenting an example of at lege en 
leg.  

7.2 At lege en leg  
(To be “playful” in a “play”) 
 – in Inferno 

We use the example of Inferno [13,52,92] (figure 3) to 
describe at lege en leg (to be “playful” in a “play”). Inferno is an 
interactive performance with exoskeletons created by Demers 
[13] and Vorn [92]. We consider Inferno en leg (a “play”) 
because there are few rules and no irreversible outcome. In 
Inferno, the participants wore an exoskeleton on the upper 
body, which was controlled by a choreographer in real-time. 
The participants were able to twist their upper body and 
generally free to move their lower body around the room as 
far as the cables allowed. The event included a dystopian 

Figure 3: “Inferno” participants’ upper bodies being 
controlled by exoskeletons. 

Figure 2: Crazy Soccer Physics. Left side: the set-up. 
Right side: the “crazy” physics of the avatars 



  
 
atmosphere of loud electronic music, changing light settings 
and theatre smoke. Inspired by ethnographic methodology 
[22], we investigated the bodily play experience in Inferno in 
the form of self-reporting observation (as an audience), 
complemented by semi-structured, informal interviews [40] 
with 10 participants after the event asking about their bodily 
experience and motivation for participation. Just as with the 
Crazy Soccer Physics on Trampoline example, we here analyze 
the empirical data anew using the extracted definitions 
above. We do so to get an understanding of the bodily play 
experience in Inferno. 

7.2.1 Analysis of the Experience in Inferno 
The general reason for participation expressed by all 
participants was a curiosity of the unknown bodily experience. 
They wanted to feel what it was like to be controlled by 
another person through an exoskeleton. They all expressed 
exploration as the main driver. They said that it was fun to be 
thrown around and the tumultuous feeling from being 
partially controlled by external forces. Some found it both 
scary and fun at the same time. Furthermore, participants 
started experimenting with different bodily possibilities 
(twisting, bending, etc.) once they had overcome the initial 
adaptation to the new bodily situation.  
In Inferno, the kinetic joy rides (see section 4.1) were formed 
by the imposed movements controlled by the exoskeleton, as 
was also expressed by the interviewees. The movements that 
were imposed on the participants from the exoskeleton 
together with the participants own movements created a 
sequence of movements that the participants experienced as 
almost “ridiculous”, “really surreal”, and “fun to lose control” 
with one participant even feeling dizzy at times. The (almost 
random) sequences of movements imposed by the exoskeleton 
stimulated the bodily perception with exploration to follow. 

Thereby the participants’ readiness to move around and do 
movements that they would not otherwise do, grew. Thus, we 
explain at lege en leg - to be “playful” in a “play” – pursuing 
bodily perceptual stimulation and exploration in a structure 
with few rules and no irreversible outcome (see section 5.2).  
In the following section, we introduce how we interpret 
switching the verbs and nouns into at lege et spil (to be 
“playful” in a game) and at spille en leg (to be “gameful” in a 
“play”). 

7.3 At lege et spil                                           
(To be “playful” in a game)                      
– in The Undie Game 

This bears resemblance with the English “gaming the system”. 
Besides that gaming, in general, entails an achievement, which 
at lege (to be “playful”) does not, the English phrase is more 
about testing the system than bodily exploration and 
perceptual stimulation. In this perspective of at lege et spil (to 
be “playful” in a game), we describe the “Undie Game”, a game 
in which the designers configured the controller to hint at 
bodily sense stimulation in, what we consider, a classical 
computer game. Because the game has a structure of “et spil” 
(a game), it already encourages at spille (to be “gameful”) in 
the sense of achieving an irreversible outcome, while at lege in 
such a structure will entail focusing on bodily perceptual 
stimulation and exploration. We here describe how the 
designers reconfigured the controller to hint at bodily at lege 
(to be “playful”) as a diversion of the game’s core objective.  

7.3.1 Analysis of the Experience in The Undie Game 
The Undie Game [10,23] is a traditional computer game 
created by the Copenhagen Game Collective [10] using a 
traditional screen as visual feedback and a mouse as controller 
but with one significant modification: The mouse is built into 
the front of a pair of modified underpants, which the players 
wear (on top of their clothes) during the game (figure 5). It is a 
two-player game where the players feed a gigantic mouth 
with an unnaturally long tongue with food falling from above. 
We consider it et spil (a game) because it has fixed rules and an 
irreversible outcome; the player, who feeds the mouth the 
most within a given time frame, wins. However, maneuvering 
the dislocated mouse mimics sexual interaction with the vulva 
(the designers call this “queering” the mouse [23]). Referring 
to Loke and Robertson's "Moving and Making Strange" 
methodology [43] as covered in section 2, we argue that 

Figure 4: Move Maker elements: Proximity controlled 
mobile robot, laser lines, light cubes, music cubes and 
bodily precondition cards.  

 

 

Figure 5: The dislocated mice mimicking interaction 
with the vulva in The Undie Game. Picture by Simon 
Nielsen. 



  
 
because the mouse is dislocated onto the body to resemble, but 
not perform, a sexual act, players are presented with a new 
way of (bodily) interacting with the computer, which in turn 
encourages bodily awareness as a precursor to bodily 
exploration, e.g., men can explore the sexual act from a female 
perspective, and women can explore their genitals differently 
than during a sexual act. This way, the designers reconfigured 
the mouse to be a resource allocated from an instrumental 
activity to an autotelic activity [86].  
While the gameplay is simply about feeding the mouth, the 
kinetic joy ride (see section 4.1) stems from stimulating bodily 
perception through the actions mimicking sexual interaction 
(as a sequence of movements) – and emphasized further by the 
long tongue onscreen. What enables the players (and 
audience) to perceive these actions as sexual is the 
macroperceptual (see section 4.2) dimension; besides 
perceiving the hint to bodily perceptual stimuli, we also 
perceive these actions to be of the specific social act, sex [74], 
and the culture thereof. This hint to experimentation with 
bodily perceptual stimuli made the audience respond with 
loud noise and great laughter at the presentation of the game 
at the conference [23]. While the structure of the game 
remains a game (et spil), the doing of at lege (to be “playful”) is 
encouraged through the hints to bodily perceptual stimulation. 

7.4 At spille en leg                                         
(To be “gameful” in a “play”)                   
- in The Move Maker 

To demonstrate the perspective of at spille en leg (to be 
“gameful” in a “play”), we describe The Move Maker [48] 
(figure 6), a movement-based hybrid game system created by 
Matjeka [48]. While we consider The Move Maker en leg (a 
“play”) – a structure of few rules and no irreversible outcome, 
the perspective of at spille en leg (to be “gameful” in a “play”) 
is to focus on bodily achievements and skills in en leg (a 
“play”). In this example, participants will have to either 
determine an objective or goals or choose to follow suggested 
objectives and goals in a structure that is basically en leg (a 
“play”).  

7.4.1 Analysis of the Experience in Move Maker 
The Move Maker is a system that players can play with as it is 
or they can use the included rulesets. The system consists of a 
set of elements (figure 4) containing sensors promoting bodily 
perception and exploration; light cubes, music cubes (with a 
fixed period of playing time) controlled by proximity sensors, 
laser lines ("lines" made from laser pointers connected to a 
brightness sensor), a mobile robot controlled by proximity 
sensors and a set of cards determining a bodily precondition as 
a temporary handicap (e.g. “your left foot cannot touch the 
ground” or “your right arm is glued to your back”). As such, 
there is no initial irreversible outcome and no rules to obey, 
but bodily perceptual stimulation – and room for exploration. 
To start an activity, players can choose to use any of the 
included rulesets: “get the robot through a maze of light 
cubes”, in which the players collaborate to steer the robot 
around a self-created maze of light cubes, while adhering to a 
bodily precondition, or “get through the laser field” in which 
players have to climb and crawl to avoid the laser fields. 
Players can also choose to define the activity as they wish. 
Either way, they will have to create or follow objectives and 
possible outcomes. Hence, we consider Move Maker to be at 
spille en leg (to be "gameful" in a "play") because players are 
encouraged to create their own goals from a setting that 
initially is about bodily perceptual stimulation and 
exploration.  
Players experience kinetic joy rides (see section 4.1) in Move 
Maker from movement sequences created by the applied 
bodily preconditions, a chosen objective, and how the players 
chose to allocate the different elements. In figure 5, the man 
and the boy are trying to get the robot through a maze of light 
cubes while avoiding the laser lines while the man’s right foot 
cannot touch the ground, and the boy has the knee glued to 
the ground. This way, they test their bodily skills, and the 
design encourages achievements in a structure of en leg (a 
“play”). The open structure with no pre-defined outcome 
containing various sensory elements, invites players to define 
objectives and achievements. Whether the players leger (are 
“playful”) or spiller (are “gameful”) is up to the players. 
However, designers can apply strategies to design for each of 
these perspectives.   

8 Strategies to Design for either of the 
Four Perspectives 

In the following, we transfer our previous analyses of the four 
perspectives into design knowledge in the form of strategies 
for designers to apply in their design work. While the players 
individually apply their “doing” of at lege (to be “playful”) 
or at spille (to be “gameful”), designers can support these or 
move a design in the desired direction through the design’s 
structure and form elements. We explain these strategies by 
focusing on how the design’s structure (objective and rules) 
and elements encourage bodily movement; as a way for 
achievements and skills acquisition or testing, or for bodily 
perceptual stimulation and exploration. These are addressed 
below for each correlation. While we draw on the examples 
described previously, we will, in this section, include other 
examples to underline our arguments.   

Figure 6: At spille en leg (to be “gameful” in a “play”) in 
Move Maker 



  
 

8.1 Designing for                                            
at lege en leg                                             
(to be ”playful” in a ”play”) 

When designing for at lege en leg (to be “playful” in a “play”), 
the focus is on creating an open structure with objectives and 
design elements to stimulate bodily perception and 
exploration. In the following, we address such strategy. 

8.1.1 Create Objectives Stimulating Bodily Perception 
and Exploration 

A strategy to create at lege en leg (to be "playful" in a play") is 
to center the design's objective around sequences of bodily 
movements that require no or little skills but stimulates 
perception and exploration. The objective of the Inferno event 
was to be partially controlled by an exoskeleton, an objective 
that required few skills but was highly stimulating. 
Furthermore, there was no goal to achieve, and there were few 
rules to follow; the participants could leave whenever they 
wanted to. Bodily perceptual stimulation and exploration was 
further stimulated through the loud dystopian music, light 
show, and theatre smoke: Rhythmic music can function not 
only to stimulate the aesthetic and hearing sense, but also 
bodily movement [4,93]. The lightshow and theatre smoke 
helped facilitate the dystopian atmosphere through the visual 
and olfactory senses. Lastly, the exoskeleton was stimulating 
the kinesthetic and tactile senses and thus, encouraging at lege 
(to be “playful”).  

8.2  Designing for                                            
at spille et spil                                          
(to be ”gameful” in a game) 

In the following section, we describe our strategy to design for 
at spille et spil (to be ”gameful” in a game), in which the focus 
is on creating a structure with a clear objective to encourage 
bodily achievements and skill testing.  

8.2.1 Create Objectives Based on Skills; Sequences of 
Movements for the Players to Master  

Designers can design for this kind of experience by centering 
the design’s structure around an objective with a skill as a 
specific sequence of bodily movement to master. We 
demonstrated how players in the Crazy Soccer on 
Trampolines example were focused on winning as the 
irreversible outcome and applied different jumping strategies 
to achieve this. The skill to master was the trampoline 
jumping by applying the “right” strategy to control the 
avatars, and the irreversible outcome was winning – despite 
the avatars’ random feedback on their efforts.  
However, the achievements as winning conditions in at spille 
et spil (to be “gameful” in a game) are adjusted to the 
individual player. An example of this is “Zombies, Run” (first 
edition) [1], a running game in which the players collect 
resources on their route based on different measurements 
related to their athletic performance. The players later use the 
resources to maintain their basecamp in the accompanying 
strategy game. The resources work as different kinds of 
feedback on achievements in the form of individual rewards 
instead of comparable results (to determine a winner). While 
running is the objective in Zombies, Run!, the resources 

support this objective in the form of elements providing 
feedback on achievements. 
Another example of using technology to implement objectives 
for bodily mastery and skill acquisition is the WEARPG [6]. 
For this tabletop role-playing experience, wearables are used 
to implement bodily movement in the form of different 
minigames, with each corresponding to basic actions in the 
game such as swinging a sword or shooting an arrow. To play 
the minigames, the players use the Elemental Gauntlet, an 
arm-worn device to test their skills. This way of using physical 
movement to interact with a narrative-based tabletop role-
playing game implements possibilities of bodily mastery and 
skill acquisition in an otherwise less movement-based game 
experience.   
In the following, we describe the perspectives when switching 
the verbs and nouns opposite to the ones above.  

8.3 Designing for at lege et spil (to be 
”playful” in a game) 

In at lege et spil (to be “playful”), the structure is that of et 
spil (a game), which basically encourages at spille (to be 
“gameful”). At lege (to be “playful”) in et spil (a game) is then a 
kind of “going against” the structure. This bears resemblance 
with the English “gaming the system”. Besides that, gaming, in 
general, entails an achievement, which at lege (to be “playful”) 
does not. The English phrase is more about testing the system 
than bodily exploration and perceptual stimulation. In the 
following, we discuss how to design for this and argue that 
designers can facilitate this in the configuration of the 
elements in a design.  

8.3.1 Implement Hints to Bodily Perceptual 
Stimulation and Exploration 

Designers can use hints to different forms of bodily perceptual 
stimulation and exploration as we saw it in the Undie game to 
facilitate this bodily play perspective. In The Undie Game, the 
designers used the positioning of the computer mouse to the 
forefront of the underpants as a way to create different bodily 
perceptual stimulation in comparison to what regular usage 
would have done. In other words, they allocated the mouse 
from an instrumental activity to an autotelic activity. In this 
way, designers can use already implemented (or traditional) 
elements by either dislocating these or, in other ways, change 
their configuration to hint at perceptual stimulation.  
The game Fortnite [85], which is a traditional computer game 
played using traditional controllers, also hints at bodily 
stimuli. The game does so in the dances that players achieve in 
the game. The players act these dances out in their physical 
lives as a way to communicate with other Fortnite players. We 
consider casual dancing to be at lege (to be “playful”) because 
the specific sequence in movements can facilitate kinetic joy 
rides (see section 4.1)[81], besides being stimulated 
kinesthetically by music [4,93]. Furthermore, in this case of 
Fortnite players’ dancing, the dancing functions as the “third” 
that socially and culturally connects the players [41,91].  
Though the players do not physically exert the dance 
movements while playing Fortnite [85], we argue that when 
bodily exerting the dance moves outside the game, the 
players leger (being playful) Fortnite as a way of reproducing 
the avatar's movements. Calleja explains this phenomenon as 



  
 
kinesthetic involvement [9]; players start to incorporate the 
game avatar's bodily movements as a consequence of their 
engagement in the game.  
Another example of at lege et spil (to be playful in a game) is 
Beat Saber [28], a VR rhythm game where players slice boxes 
rhythmically to the music and get scores accordingly. While 
this game encourages bodily play by using music and rhythm 
to stimulate bodily perception, we consider it a game because 
of the fixed rules and the irreversible outcome of a final score. 
However, there is a twist incorporated in the score calculation: 
To score max points, the players must not only slice the boxes 
timely in rhythm, but must also exert excess body movements; 
they must continue the swing of the saber after slicing the box 
[24]. Because this feature is only perceivable through bodily 
exploration, this part of the game encourages at lege (being 
playful) once the players realize that there is more to the game 
than merely being timely. When players leger et spil, they 
perform actions in and from the game without any regard to 
the game's (et spil) irreversible and comparable outcome.    

8.4 Designing for at spille en leg (to be 
”gameful” in a ”play”) 

To design for at spille (to be ”gameful”) in en leg (a ”play”) is to 
leave room for the players to achieve goals and test or acquire 
skills. As there are no predefined goals in en leg (a “play”), it 
thus encourages at lege (to be “playful”). Therefore, designers 
should leave room for the players to instate goals and 
possibilities to test or acquire bodily skills.  
The structure in designing for at spille en leg  (to be ”gameful” 
in a “play”) is an open structure leaving room for player 
definition of goals supporting that of en leg (a “play”). In this 
structure, the elements of the “design” support or encourage 
forms of bodily achievements or skills to test.  

8.4.1 Include Possibilities for Bodily Achievements 
through Rulesets and Elements with Measuring 
Qualities 

Designers can implement possibilities for bodily achievements 
and skills in a structure of en leg (a “play”) by either 
implementing various rulesets or elements containing qualities 
to measure time, distance, height etc.. In the Move Maker 
example, the included elements stimulated bodily perception; 
however, the system also contained several accompanying 
rulesets with irreversible outcomes. Also, players are 
encouraged to make rulesets of their own. In this way, the 
players choose how they want to experience Move Maker; as a 
straight leg (“play”) or for bodily skill testing and 
achievements. This perspective of at spille (to be “gameful”) 
can be further encouraged through elements with measuring 
qualities: In the Move Maker example, the music cube can 
function, for examples, as a kind of time measurement by only 
playing for a certain period, the laser lines can function as a 
boundary giving feedback when “broken,” the color of the 
light cubes can function as a collectible resource, e.g. collect all 
red cubes or turn a minimum five cubes blue.  
Another example of using technology to encourage at spille en 
leg (to be “gameful” in a “play”) is Just Dance [90]. We 
consider the basic structure of casual dance to be en leg (a 
“play”) as there are few rules (except the socially and 
culturally defined) and no irreversible outcome, only the 

sequence of moving rhythmically to music. The game Just 
Dance [90] uses the interface of the console (specifications 
differ for each console) to measure the quality of each player’s 
movements against predefined dance movements. Thereby the 
game implements bodily achievements by focusing on dancing 
as a skill to master with feedback on the outcome. 

9 Discussion: Transitioning Between the 
Different Experiences 

Before concluding on this paper, we want to briefly discuss 
how players can transition between the experiences. We have 
explained how the two Danish versions of at lege (to be 
playful) and at spille (to be “gameful”), relate to the two 
different structures of “a game”, et spil (a game) and en leg (a 
“play”), resulting in four versions of "playing a game". 
Regardless of the structure, players can revert between at lege 
(to be playful) and at spille (to be “gameful”): some players 
leger (being playful) in the same game as other players spiller 
(being “gameful”), or players can revert between the two 
during a game. In Beat Saber [28] (section 8.3.1), players might 
start with a focus on bodily mastery wanting to achieve the 
highest score (at spille to be “gameful”) but end up being 
caught in bodily exploration of different rhythmic movements 
or only just moving to the music not caring about the outcome 
(at lege – to be playful). Likewise, participants in the Inferno 
event [13,92] (section 7.2) can start focusing on their bodily 
movements as a performance, which can be a measurable 
outcome (e.g. best performer), and compare these to the other 
participants' movements and thereby start to at spille (be 
“gameful”).  
Contrary, the mere use of technology might encourage bodily 
exploration. In the example of WEARPG [6] (section 8.2.1), the 
use of technology combined with bodily movement can bring 
an awareness of the players’ bodily skills and abilities. This 
bodily awareness can temporarily lead to a new bodily 
perceptual stimulation and focus on bodily exploration when 
the players acquire the skills needed to gain mastery to win 
the minigames.   
Finally, players can experience at lege (to be playful) and at 
spille (to be “gameful”) at different immersion levels: We 
exemplify this through Brown and Cairns’ Game Immersion 
model [5]; how players transition through three stages of 
immersion during gameplay (engagement, engrossment, total 
immersion). Regardless of whether the players spiller (being 
“gameful”) or leger (being playful), they can do so at each of 
the different levels. An athlete can be totally immersed and 
have no awareness of anything else when attempting to set a 
world record (at spille- focus on bodily skills and mastery). A 
player in Inferno is probably "only" at the engagement stage, 
being curious about what is going to happen when putting on 
the exoskeleton (at lege - focus on bodily exploration and 
stimulation) and then gets totally immersed once being moved 
to the loud music by the exoskeleton. 

10  Limitations 
The presented definitions of play and game in the form of the 
Danish connotations do not serve as exhaustive or mutually 
exclusive definitions but as guiding principles as we have 
interpreted these in the Danish language. As such, we have 



  
 
only dealt with a part of the differences in the Danish 
connotation. Therefore, the four perspectives are a first step 
towards understanding the relationship between bodily game 
and play experiences in terms of design construction and 
player “doing”. Likewise, the presented design strategies 
represent a starting point for design and should be used in 
conjunction with other design tools. Lastly, many other 
aspects are not covered here. To name a few; other 
phenomenological perspectives such as computer game 
culture [38], or bodily perspectives; how body cultures affect 
bodily gameplay in different ways [17,18], as well as other 
linguistic connotations [19,29]. Nevertheless, we believe that 
our work contributes as a generative resource for future work 
of bodily play and game design within HCI. 

11 Conclusion  
In this paper, we investigated the Danish linguistic 
connotations of bodily “playing a game”, because this 
phenomenon, differently from the English language, exists in 
Danish as two verbs and nouns, making up four different 
correlations. Through these investigations, we introduced the 
following four perspectives of bodily play and game 
experiences:   

• At lege en leg (to be “playful” in. a”play”): Pursuing 
bodily perceptual stimulation and exploration 
supported by a structure with no irreversible 
outcome and few rules. 

• At spille et spil (to be “gameful” in a game): Pursuing 
bodily achievements and skills supported by a 
structure of fixed rules accompanied by an 
irreversible outcome. 

• At lege et spil (to be “playful” in a game): To “go 
against” a structure of fixed rules and an irreversible 
outcome and pursue bodily perceptual stimulation 
and exploration. 

• At spille en leg (to be “gameful” in a “play”): To 
pursue bodily achievements and skills in an open 
structure with few rules and no pre-defined 
outcome. 

From these definitions, we extracted a set of design strategies 
for designers to apply in their design work:  

• At lege en leg (to be “playful” in a “play”):            
Create objectives stimulating bodily perception and 
exploration. 

• At spille et spil (to be “gameful” in a game):       
Create objectives based on skills – sequences of 
movements for the players to master. 

• At lege et spil (to be “playful” in a game):    
Implement hints to bodily perceptual stimulation. 

• At spille en leg (to be “gameful” in a “play”):     
Include possibilities for achievements and skill 
testing through rulesets and elements with 
measuring qualities. 

To arrive at these perspectives on bodily play and game 
experiences and subsequent design strategies, we examined 
the Danish connotations of the verbs; at lege (to be “playful”) 
and at spille (to be “gameful”) and their corresponding 
nouns; en leg (a “play”) and et spil (a game). We did so by 

bridging the phenomenological and postphenomenological 
theories of bodily meaning-making as kinetic joy rides formed 
by sequences of movements that we are ready to do in en leg (a 
“play”) and et spil (a game) as objects for perception, the 
something that connects us socially and culturally. 
This paper is intended for researchers and designers with an 
interest in bodily play and game experiences. The descriptions 
and analysis presented in this paper serve as a step toward the 
understanding of the experiential dynamics in bodily play and 
game experiences and how to design for these in a design 
process. With this work, we hope we are able to expand the 
range of diverse bodily play and game experiences within HCI. 
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